So you want to be an Agile coach?

Emilia Breton
@emibreton
“Sometimes it's the journey that teaches you a lot about your destination.”

-Drake
BE ON A WILDLY SUCCESSFUL TEAM
FAIL
SPECTACULARLY
TIPPING POINT
People realize their power and go change the world together.

FIND YOUR WHY....
LEARN AWESOME STUFF
WITH OTHER PEOPLE
HAVE FUN & SPREAD JOY
PRACTICE
FIND YOUR STANCE

People realize their power and go change the world together.
FIND YOUR “THING”
PRACTICE MORE
LEARN TO LOVE AIRPORTS
FIND YOUR TRIBE
CONNECT AND CARE DEEPLY
LEARN TO LET GO
SELF CARE
“We keep moving forward, opening up new doors and doing new things, because we're curious... and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.”

-Walt Disney
THANK YOU!

Emilia Breton
emilia.breton@accenture.com
@emibreton - Twitter
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emiliabretonlake/